
Crew.
Ultimately, the crew is responsible for taking care of
the main traveller, the jib sheet and the minor
adjustments. They should also get in the habit of
becoming the skippers eyes to call lay lines to marks
when racing.

Skipper.
Ultimately, the skipper is responsible for the steering
and trimming of the mainsail. To keep the boat sailing
"in  the groove" will require a lot of concentration
therefore, the more work the crew can relieve the
skipper of the better.

Crew functions
Calling lay lines when racing.

Main traveller line
Jibsheet

Skipper functions
Calling the shots

Mainsheet
Tiller

Weight placement on a cat is more critical than just the mass alone. By moving your crew weight around you can achieve
changes in the helm and boat trim. Basically a boat sails best on her designed waterline. Longitudinally, we need a clean
entry into the water with a nice release from the transom and laterally, we should be able to keep the windward hull
just skimming. In this configuration, the hulls will be most efficient and the sails developing maximum power.

t h e  c a t  b l a s t e r

Crew work
A two man boat requires coordination between the skipper and crew. The more experienced sailor of the two should
call the tactical shots like when to tack, jibe and what course to take. The skippers hands are fully occupied with the
mainsheet and tiller. More often than not, every time a skipper looks away from the direction of travel the boat will go
off course. The crew should do as many tasks as possible so that the skipper can remain focussed on driving the cat
with good speed and maintain the same relative wind angle according to the point of sail.

Tasks for the crew include the jib sheet, adjusting the main traveller in strong winds and taking care of the minor
adjustments as required. Since the crew is in a position to look around, they should become the eyes of the skipper
and call the lay lines to marks when racing. Other information such as other boats and obstructions in the immediate
vicinity should be relayed to the skipper.

Minor adjustments include the main downhaul, jib luff, mast rotation, main outhaul and barberhaulers where fitted.
 Together, the team is to  keep the cat in proper trim. This means keeping the boat in proper trim laterally and longitudinally
Laterally the weather hull should just be skimming the waters surface. Longitudinally, the leeward bow should be about
half submersed in the water. The bow of a modern cat is designed to cut through the water and does not have the
tendency to trip over itself as do older designs. To keep the bow in the water while sailing in light winds will require the
crew weight to be positioned well forward, sometimes even ahead of the forward beam. In fresher winds the force of
the wind will tend to push the bow into the water. While sailing in fresher winds, move the crew weight aft to keep the
hull in the proper trim attitude.

crew weight
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Medium winds
Being defined as single trapezing upwind. Single trapezing upwind often translates to no trapezing off the wind.
This is due to the inherent stability of the cat platform. Keep the cat on her waterline at all times and in gusty
conditions, minimise sudden hull flying by placing slightly more weight on the side of the boat. This will reduce
'flying' and increase acceleration through the puffs and waves.
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Light winds
Light winds being defined as no trapezing. Due to the lack of wind strength, the sailing forces on the platform
will be small. To keep the boat on her designed waterline may require the crew to sit forward of the mainbeam.
The skipper will be responsible for lateral trim and to promote 'hull flying',  this may require the skipper to sit in
the middle of the boat directly 'under' the mast.

Strong winds
Defined as double trapezing upwind. Double trapezing could mean single or double trapezing off the wind. Double
trapezing broad reaches are 'the meaning of life!" Upwind, longitudinal trim should keep the mainbeam from
slamming into waves i.e. move a bit aft. Two-wire reaching is a blast, crew should keep the jib slightly eased and
weight placement should be aft enough to keep the bow up. Two wire broad reaching will require the crew to play
the jib sheet and for the 'bravest' soul/souls to trapeze well aft.


